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Problem with Your Bank Account? Tell It to the . . . Arbitrator?

Abstract: An increasing number of consumer financial products have begun to come pre-packaged with binding individual arbitration agreements. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s rule forbidding these agreements sought to ensure that consumers damaged by their banks’ actions could have their day in court. When Congress chose to repeal the so called “Arbitration Rule” in 2017, it dealt a serious blow to consumers’ rights. Consumers are nearly universally precluded from joining class action claims against large financial institutions due to the widespread and largely unfettered use of class-action waivers in arbitration agreements. This Note argues that class-action waivers should be regulated to ensure that individuals with inferior bargaining power and legal resources are not subjected to poor treatment at the hands of their banks.

Introduction

Lawrence Mitchell opened a checking account with First Security Bank in April of 1982. At that time, Mitchell did not think he had agreed to an arbitration clause when he opened that account. When First Security Bank announced that it had agreed to merge with Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (“Wells Fargo”) in 2000, Mitchell was still unaware that he was bound by an individual arbitration clause. It was not until seventeen years later that Mitchell would find out that Wells Fargo did not share his understanding.

In September 2016, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) entered a consent order against Wells Fargo. The consent order recited four

---

2 Id. at 59–60.
3 See id. at 59–60 (alleging that Mitchell was not subject to an arbitration agreement on his First Security Bank account); Wells Fargo & Company and First Security Corporation Agree to Merge, WELLS FARGO (Apr. 10, 2000), https://archive.is/20121217225441/https://www.wellsfargo.com/press/firstsec20000410 [https://perma.cc/UDE7-3C9G] (announcing that Wells Fargo & Company and First Security Corporation agreed to a merger between the two companies).
4 Class Action Complaint at 1, Mitchell, 2017 WL 5905535 (No. 2:16-cv-00966-CW); see Motion and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration Pursuant to FAA §§ 3–4 at xxix, Mitchell, 2017 WL 5905535 (No. 2:16-cv-00966-CW) [hereinafter Motion to Compel Arbitration] (alleging that Mitchell signed up for online banking services in 2005, the terms of which included a dispute resolution clause).
5 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., CFPB No. 2016-CFPB-0015, at 1 (Sept. 8, 2016), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/092016_cfpb_WFBconsentorder.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q7NT-J968] [hereinafter Wells Fargo Consent Order]. The CFPB issues a consent order when it initiates an enforcement action because it believes an entity has broken consumer financial protection laws. En-
types of Wells Fargo’s acts or practices that the CFPB determined to be unlawful: (1) creating unauthorized deposit accounts on behalf of existing customers without consent, (2) submitting credit card applications in existing customers’ names without their consent, (3) registering existing customers for online banking services without consent, and (4) obtaining and activating debit cards in existing customers’ names without consent.6 It was later discovered that Wells Fargo had opened approximately 3.5 million additional potentially fake accounts in relation to the CFPB’s prior findings.7

In the wake of the consent order, Mitchell and a group of other affected Wells Fargo customers filed a class-action lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Utah on behalf of themselves and other customers affected by the unlawful activities noted in the CFPB’s consent order.8 Mitchell alleged that Wells Fargo violated Section 1036(a)(1)(B) of the Consumer Financial Protection Act.9 Wells Fargo, in response, filed a motion and memorandum in support of a motion to compel arbitration based on arbitration agreements many of the plaintiffs, Mitchell included, did not remember signing.10

The district court reserved ruling on the motion to compel pending resolution of several material questions of fact.11 Wells Fargo’s attempt to compel

---

6 Wells Fargo Consent Order, supra note 5, at 1. The CFPB concluded that the practices noted were violations of 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531 and 5536(a)(1)(B). Id.; see 12 U.S.C. §§ 5531, 5536(a)(1)(B) (defining and making unlawful “unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices”).


8 Class Action Complaint, supra note 4, at 1.

9 Id. at 8; see 12 U.S.C. § 5531(c)–(d) (defining unfair acts or practices and abusive acts or practices); 12 U.S.C. § 5536(a)(1)(B) (mandating that engaging in “unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices” related to consumer financial products or services is unlawful). The complaint largely focuses on a practice referred to as “gaming” which stemmed from Wells Fargo bankers and managers attempting to meet aggressive sales quotas. Class Action Complaint, supra note 4, at 2, 3. The alleged gaming consisted of creating and controlling fee-generating accounts without customer signatures or adding secondary accounts to existing primary accounts without customer permission. Id. at 3. Further alleged activities included lying regarding costs, benefits, or fees that came with an account or product. Id.

10 See Motion to Compel Arbitration, supra note 4, at i; Third Amended Class Action Complaint, supra note 1, at 35–75.

11 Mitchell, 2017 WL 5905535, at *1. The district-court judge reserved judgment pending the results of a summary hearing on several material questions of fact. Id. These questions were: (1) whether plaintiffs named in Wells Fargo’s motion had agreed to arbitration clauses; (2) whether the
individual arbitration, however, belies a concerning issue in the consumer banking context. Depositors are routinely subjected to binding arbitration clauses paired with class action waivers, threatening their ability to obtain relief and to hold large corporate banks accountable for their actions in a court of law. In response to these concerns, the CFPB in 2017 enacted what became known as the “Arbitration Rule.” The Arbitration Rule sought to prevent providers of financial products and services from binding their customers to individual arbitration and forcing them to sacrifice their rights to sue individually or as a class. Depositors, therefore, could not be barred from joining a class action claim based on an arbitration clause in their account agreement.

If this were the end of the story, Mitchell and the other plaintiffs in the case against Wells Fargo would be resting easier. Congress, however, repealed the Arbitration Rule as of November 1, 2017. The law, therefore, returned to its pre-Arbitration Rule position, allowing banks to force binding, individual arbitration on their depositors.

Mandatory arbitration clauses, which often come packaged with class action waivers, create significant risks and challenges to protecting financial consumers. One consumer may feel confident enough to request a refund of an

remaining plaintiffs not named had agreed to arbitration; and (3) whether Wells Fargo had intentionally waived its arbitration rights. Id.

See id. (holding that judgment must be reserved pending findings of fact either that the plaintiffs have or have not agreed to binding individual arbitration clauses).

See Hossam M. Fahmy, Arbitration: Wiping Out Consumer Rights?, 64 TEX. B.J. 917, 920 (2001) (arguing that arbitration clauses are designed to protect the interests of the companies seeking to employ them and to deny to consumers their right to sue in court).


See Dexheimer, supra note 14 (detailing a statement made by the CFPB indicating that the rule restricts financial firms’ ability to block class action claims); Arbitration Agreements, supra note 14, at 33,210 (mandating that no provider of certain financial products or services shall rely on pre-dispute arbitration agreements related to any aspect of a class action).

See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,210 (noting that the CFPB found that arbitration clauses were commonly being used to block class action claims).


See Lauren Guth Barnes, How Mandatory Arbitration Agreements and Class Action Waivers Undermine Consumer Rights and Why We Need Congress to Act, 9 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 329, 333 (2015) (arguing that class actions are important in defending consumer rights and that arbitration
incorrect overdraft fee and, as a result, feel comfortable arbitrating that claim. Where the issue is not quite so simple, such as when a consumer discovers several accounts opened in her name without her consent, a pooling of resources through a class action claim may significantly increase her likelihood of seeking and obtaining relief. Trying the claim in court adds the further benefit of bringing public attention to the conduct giving rise to the claim.

This Note examines Wells Fargo as a case study to explore the threats posed to consumers of financial products by the repeal of the Arbitration Rule. Part I of this Note discusses the development of consumer protection law in the United States. Part II introduces arbitration law, class action waivers, and their use in consumer financial product and service agreements. Part III explores the effects of the repeal of the Arbitration Rule on consumers. Furthermore, Part III argues that class action waivers in arbitration agreements limit consumers’ ability to redress injuries and provides banks with a convenient way around public accountability. Part IV proposes that the Arbitration Rule should be reformed and promulgated as a regulation striking a middle ground between the interests of financial consumers and the interests of the banks with which they transact.
I. CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW IN THE UNITED STATES

Consumer protection law in the United States, especially as it relates to financial products, has not always been what most would consider robust.\(^{29}\) Consumer financial transactions were previously governed primarily by the notion of *caveat emptor*, or “buyer beware.”\(^{30}\) While some consumer protection laws, such as rules against usury, date back to the time of Hammurabi, the United States did not begin to dive deeply into this area of law until the twentieth century.\(^{31}\) This dive began generally with the passage of the Wheeler-Lea Act of 1938, providing for governmental enforcement actions against banks and other businesses engaged in unfair or deceptive acts and practices.\(^ {32}\) The Wheeler-Lea Act, however, did not provide for a private right of action for consumers affected by such acts or practices, leaving enforcement up to governmental agencies.\(^ {33}\)

Congress would not begin to tackle protections for consumers related specifically to financial products until the 1960’s with the passage of the Consumer Credit Protection Act of 1968 (“CCPA”) containing the Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”).\(^ {34}\) TILA was the first set of consumer financial protections

---


\(^{30}\) See *Arbitration Agreements*, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,211 (discussing the evolution of consumer protection laws in the United States, including historical reliance on “caveat emptor”).


\(^{33}\) Id. Under the Wheeler-Lea Act, the FTC was empowered to issue cease and desist letters and hold hearings where it had reason to believe that any person or business engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices. *Id.* § 45(b). Any violation of a cease and desist order was punishable by up to $10,000 per violation and was recoverable in a civil action. *Id.* § 45(l)–(m).

\(^{34}\) See generally Consumer Credit Protection Act of 1968 (“CCPA”), 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601–1693r; Truth in Lending Act of 1968 (“TILA”), 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601–1667f (1968). The Wheeler-Lea Act focused primarily on false or misleading advertisements. See Freer Remarks, *supra* note 32, at 1–2 (noting that Wheeler-Lea was introduced in response to a need to address issues related to abusive advertising). Wheeler-Lea also expanded the FTC’s authority from merely preventing unfair methods of competition to protecting consumers directly by eliminating the need to establish injury to a competitor. *Id.* at 1. CCPA and TILA expanded these protections for consumers related to credit cards and other sources of consumer credit to include individual rights of action for injured consumers. *See, e.g.*,
that provided for a private right of action against a bank that an injured consumer could bring. This began a wave of other consumer protection laws aimed specifically at financial products, including the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FRCA”) in 1970, the Equal Credit Opportunities Act (“ECOA”) in 1974, and the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”) in 1977. States in the 1960s began following suit and passing laws modeled after the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTCA”). These state laws immediately provided for private rights of action as well as governmental enforcement actions.

Despite the rising tide of consumer protection laws, irresponsible lending practices found cracks in this new legal armor, contributing to the financial crisis of 2008. In response, Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act in 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”), which was designed in part to close the gaps in the new consumer protection legal framework. A significant portion of the legislation focused on reformulating the

---

15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(A) (making creditors who do not comply with the provisions under the CCPA liable to any person for actual damage sustained by that person as a result of the compliance failure).

35 See 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a) (stating that creditors who do not comply with the requirements of TILA are liable to any consumer that such creditor injures as a result of its non-compliance).


37 Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,212.

38 See id. (discussing American consumer protection law’s evolution toward private rights of action).

39 See Jeffrey Friedman, Capitalism and the Crisis: Bankers, Bonuses, Ideology, and Ignorance, in WHAT CAUSED THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 1, 2 (Jeffrey Friedman, ed., 2011) (arguing that one of the primary causes of the Financial Crisis of 2008 was the sub-prime lending market which was characterized by unsafe, irresponsible lending to underqualified borrowers); Lawrence J. White, The Credit-Rating Agencies and the Subprime Debacle, in WHAT CAUSED THE FINANCIAL CRISIS, supra, at 228, 232–33 (arguing that, in addition to the unsafe lending practices, the credit-rating agencies played a pivotal role in facilitating the crisis).

capital and asset structures required in banks in the United States, especially in the biggest banks.\footnote{Maxfield, \textit{supra} note 41. Asset structure deals with the way businesses categorize the asset-side of their balance sheets. Marty Schmidt, \textit{Asset Structure}, BUSINESS-CASE-ANALYSIS.COM (Feb. 2, 2010), https://www.business-case-analysis.com/asset-structure.html [https://perma.cc/TPL8-RT5N]. Capital structure, on the other hand, deals with the way businesses categorize and utilize equity-holder or creditor funds, those captured under liabilities and equity on the balance sheet. \textit{Id}. Dodd-Frank required banks to keep larger amounts of highly-liquid assets (e.g. cash and treasury bonds) on hand. Maxfield, \textit{supra} note 41. A larger supply of liquid assets was intended to better-equip banks for any future runs on deposits. \textit{Id}. Dodd-Frank also introduced more stringent regulatory requirements and increased monitoring for banks with more than $50 billion in assets. \textit{Id}.}

Part of the reform introduced in Dodd-Frank was the creation of the CFPB, an agency which was to be given significant authority over federal consumer financial protection.\footnote{\textit{See FACTBOX—New U.S. Consumer Financial Bureau Has Wide Powers}, REUTERS: FIN. REGULATORY FORUM (Sept. 14, 2010), http://blogs.reuters.com/financial-regulatory-forum/2010/09/14/factbox-new-us-consumer-financial-bureau-has-wide-powers/ [https://perma.cc/7MZG-PCR8] (observing that the CFPB would have wide powers to regulate banks including creating rules, examining banks, and monitoring and reporting on consumer financial markets).} The CFPB has the power to both write and enforce rules aimed at protecting consumers of financial products and services.\footnote{12 U.S.C. § 5512(b)(1) (2012).} The CFPB was further mandated to study the use of arbitration agreements and to provide a report to Congress summarizing findings related to use, prevalence, and outcomes of arbitration proceedings.\footnote{\textit{Id}. § 5518(a).} The CFPB performed and published the results of this study (the “Arbitration Study”) in March 2015.\footnote{\textit{See generally CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, ARBITRATION STUDY}, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_arbitration-study-report-to-congress-2015.pdf [http://perma.cc/86TMAHPH] [hereinafter CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY].}

On July 19, 2017, the CFPB passed 12 C.F.R. § 1040 entitled “Arbitration Agreements,” which was meant to overhaul the interplay between arbitration agreements related to financial products and class-action lawsuits instituted by consumers of those products.\footnote{See 12 C.F.R. § 1040.4(a)(1) (2012) (prohibiting providers of certain financial products from relying on pre-dispute arbitration agreements with respect to a class action suit relating to those financial products). The CFPB passed the rule in an effort to continue an active congressional effort to begin limiting the use of arbitration agreements related to consumer financial products and services. Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,211.} The rule, which would have been effective as of

Congress, however, exercised its power under the Congressional Review Act and, as of November 22, 2017, passed a joint resolution repealing the Arbitration Agreements rule.\footnote{Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. 55,500, 55,500 (Nov. 22, 2017) [hereinafter Arbitration Agreements Repeal].}
September 18, 2017, was thus rendered ineffective. The rule and its repeal will be discussed in further depth in section D of Part II infra.

II. THE RISE OF ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS AND THE FALL OF CLASS ACTIONS

Mandatory individual arbitration agreements fuse two important concepts into one, to the detriment of consumers. To demonstrate the detriment, it is first necessary to understand arbitration agreements’ general mechanics. Additionally, it is important to recognize the purpose and function of class action claims to understand how denying them to consumers closes an important and potent avenue for the redress of a group’s grievances. Finally, it is crucial to understand how class action waivers are used to close this avenue. This background leads to the discussion of the Arbitration Rule itself and how it helped alleviate these concerns prior to its repeal.

A. Arbitration Agreements: Avoiding Court and Holding the High Ground

Arbitration as a form of dispute resolution has been a thorn in the side of legislators and parties to disputes alike since its codification nearly a century ago. Congress passed the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”) in 1925, which unequivocally endorsed arbitration and made arbitration agreements equivalent to other types of contracts. Arbitration provides a forum outside of the traditional judicial system to allow for the efficient and cost-effective resolution of legal disputes. Stepping away from the traditional judicial system, however, may implicate due process concerns, especially related to the right to a jury trial and the availability of appellate review. Arbitration includes the appointment of an impartial third party who hears the case and issues a final,

49 See infra notes 106–154 and accompanying text.
50 See infra notes 56–82 and accompanying text.
51 See infra notes 52–67 and accompanying text.
52 See infra notes 68–82 and accompanying text.
53 See infra notes 83–105 and accompanying text.
54 See infra notes 106–154 and accompanying text.
55 See 9 U.S.C. §§ 1–16 (2012) (covering the entire text of the FAA); Barnes, supra note 20, at 333–34 (discussing the values of class action and how arbitration frustrates the class action goals).
57 Arbitration, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014); Fahmy, supra note 13, at 918.
58 See U.S. CONST. amend. V (granting a right to due process of the law before deprivation of life, liberty, or property); 9 U.S.C. § 2 (stating that arbitration agreements are equal to contracts); Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. 33,210, 33,216 (July 19, 2017) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1040) (discussing due process concerns that the AAA noted related to arbitration in the debt collection context).
binding decision. These arbitrators are not bound by the same principles of *stare decisis* as judges and therefore have higher degrees of latitude in making their decisions.

Another of arbitration’s concerning attributes is the experience gap between consumers, who may never have faced arbitration before, and companies, who may have come before arbitrators numerous times. The repeat player effect suggests that parties that appear often in arbitration proceedings gain certain advantages over what are referred to as one-time players. Often, banks and merchants are repeat participants while consumers are one-time players. Repeat players are generally better able to utilize legal resources to benefit themselves while one-time players are typically in unknown territory and are often lacking in resources of their own. It has been suggested that arbitrators favor repeat players because the repeat players are more likely to hire the arbitrator in the future where the arbitrator’s decisions have been favorable toward the repeat player. Arbitration does, however, provide an efficient, timely, and cost-effective venue for resolving disputes. It, therefore, is no surprise that companies, including banks, continue to employ arbitration clauses in their consumer contracts.

62 See Fahmy, supra note 13, at 920 (discussing some of the possible benefits repeat players gain in arbitration).
63 See id. (discussing concerns related to companies being repeat players).
64 Id. (arguing that repeat players have a number of distinct advantages over one-time players).
65 Drahozal & Zynontz, supra note 61, 857; Fahmy, supra note 13, at 920 (discussing concerns related to the advantages repeat players gain in arbitration). The repeat-player effect is especially disconcerting in the arbitration context due to the relatively low incidence of consumers obtaining representation prior to arbitration proceedings. See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45 § 1.4.3 (reporting that consumers were represented by legal counsel in only sixty percent of arbitration proceedings, whereas companies were nearly always represented by legal counsel).
66 See Fahmy, supra note 13, at 918 (stating that arguments in favor of arbitration’s efficient, cost-saving nature are justified and that even vehement arbitration critics generally agree that arbitration has utility).
67 See Barnes, supra note 20, at 336 (stating that 99.9% of mobile wireless subscribers are subject to arbitration clauses due to seven of the eight largest wireless providers including them in their contracts); see also, e.g., CLIENT MANUAL—CONSUMER ACCOUNTS, CITIBANK, N.A., https://online.citi.com/JRS/popups/ao/Consumer_Client_Manual.pdf [https://perma.cc/863Q-2V3E] [hereinafter CITI-
B. Class Action Claims: David’s Sling Against Goliath

The tension between arbitration and the judicial process is evident enough as it relates to single arbitration, however, mandatory individual arbitration also clashes with class action claims. Class action claims allow similarly situated plaintiffs to pool their claims together in an effort to increase judicial and individual efficiency and allow widespread recovery where a significant number of people have been injured. Class action claims trace their roots to early English law, though it was not until the 1966 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”) that class actions gained widespread endorsement in American law.

Class action claims are governed by rule 23 in the FRCP and permit an individual or a small group of individuals to pursue a claim on behalf of a much larger group of people where all members suffered substantially similar harm from the same defendant or defendants. Individuals who obtain class certification gain a degree of power against the (often corporate) opposition, lessening the inherent disparity between individual and corporate resources. The 1966 amendments were important in the financial consumer context because they came at a time where new, private rights of action were granted through TILA and the host of other federal reforms in the 60s and 70s. Thus,
consumers of financial products who were injured by the businesses providing them were allowed to pursue private rights of action as a class unless explicitly prohibited by the statute giving rise to the claim.\textsuperscript{74}

Often, individuals may shy away from bringing otherwise very strong claims where they believe that they are in a “David vs. Goliath” situation.\textsuperscript{75} Furthermore, individuals may not, alone, believe their claim to be worth pursuing in court, or know that they have a claim whatsoever.\textsuperscript{76} Pooling claims enables these individuals to see value in an otherwise minor, though no less colorable, claim and may notify unaware individuals of a claim they may otherwise have missed entirely.\textsuperscript{77}

Lastly, class action claims may more easily obtain representation than would individual, otherwise minor claims.\textsuperscript{78} A plaintiff’s attorney may not assign much value to one person’s minor claim, but where that minor claim is multiplied by hundreds or thousands, that attorney is significantly more likely to work on the case.\textsuperscript{79} This is likely attributable to the prevalence of plaintiff’s attorneys who work on a contingent fee basis, meaning they derive their fees from damages or settlements awarded to their clients.\textsuperscript{80} Where these damages are extremely low, contingent fee attorneys may not be willing to, or possibly able to, take the case due to skewed cost-benefits.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{74}See, e.g., Wilcox v. Commerce Bank of Kan. City, 474 F.2d 336, 343–44 (10th Cir. 1973) (holding that nothing in TILA indicates that class action claims were intended to be precluded).

\textsuperscript{75}See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338 (2011) (quoting Gen. Tel. Co. of Sw. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 157 (1982)) (noting that there is a power disparity between an individual-discrimination claim and a group of people with the same discrimination claim); Jennifer Turner, A Modern Day David Versus Goliath, 37 CONN. L. TRIB. 18, 18 (2011) (discussing Dukes and arguing that denying class certification significantly hampers individuals’ ability to obtain relief when up against a much larger and better-equipped corporation).

\textsuperscript{76}See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 3 (arguing that individuals have a variety of reasons for avoiding individual claims, including fear of retaliation or insufficient resources); Katie Melnick, Defense of the Class Action Lawsuit: An Examination of the Implicit Advantages and a Response to Common Criticism, 22 ST. JOHN’S J.L. COMM. 755, 769 (2008) (arguing that individual claimants may lack incentive to pursue small claims against large defendants).

\textsuperscript{77}See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 3 (arguing that class action claims provide an important method by which to overcome the time and resource disparities when individuals attempt to pursue individual claims against larger defendants); Melnick, supra note 76, at 769 (arguing that class actions alleviate the lack of economic motivation that individual plaintiffs may feel when facing a much larger defendant).

\textsuperscript{78}See Mace v. Van Ru Credit Corp., 109 F.3d 338, 344 (7th Cir. 1997) (noting that the basic premise of class action claims is to allow the individual claimant to surmount the disincentives related to bringing small claims).

\textsuperscript{79}See id. (observing that attorneys are more likely to take a case where a number of individuals have aggregated otherwise small claims).

\textsuperscript{80}Mace, 109 F.3d at 344–45; Contingent Fee, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).

\textsuperscript{81}See Mace, 109 F.3d at 344 (observing that class actions are meant to solve the problem of de minimis recoveries and their lack of incentive for an individual to bring an action by allowing for aggregation of claims such that an attorney is more likely to view the class action as worthy of their time and effort).
C. Class Action Waivers: Taking Away David’s Sling

Every benefit discussed above for class action claimants represents an analogous annoyance to defendants.82 These negative feelings have contributed heavily to the rise and current prominence of arbitration clauses as a way to avoid potentially costly class action claims.83 This was not always the case—until the advent of the class action waiver in arbitration clauses, defendants often had no choice but to defend themselves against class action claims in traditional court and to incur the accompanying costs.84 Many companies, however, are finding ways around these risks through the use of class action waivers in arbitration clauses.85

The FAA, in placing arbitration agreements on level ground with other contracts, also limited enforcement of the agreements to their terms, as is the case with other contracts.86 While FRCP rule 23 explicitly provides for the availability of a class action claim (provided certain requirements are met), the FAA does not contain an analogous provision.87 Therefore, consumers that are subject to arbitration clauses are not guaranteed the ability to enter into a class action if the terms of the arbitration clause do not provide as such.88

This limitation carries special significance in the business-consumer relationship, where the business often unilaterally controls the terms of the con-

---


83 See Barnes, supra note 20, at 335 (observing that companies in the past twenty years have increasingly included arbitration agreements in their contracts); Fitzpatrick, supra note 82, at 813 (observing that from 2006 to 2007, district-court judges approved settlements in 688 class action suits totaling over $33 billion in payments).

84 See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 8 (arguing that class action claims play an important role in the civil rights and employment discrimination arenas); Barnes, supra note 20, at 335, 338 (noting that consumers often have little choice in accepting arbitration agreements and noting that consumers over a four-year period from 2008 through 2012 recovered nearly $3 billion from class action claims); Fitzpatrick, supra note 82, at 813 (detailing the results of the study and the awards over a two-year period to consumers involved in class action claims).

85 See, e.g., Gadomski v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 281 F. Supp. 3d 1015, 1021 (E.D. Cal. 2017) (granting defendant’s motion to compel individual arbitration pursuant to an arbitration agreement). 86 9 U.S.C. § 2; CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood, 565 U.S. 95, 98 (2012) (holding that the FAA represents an expansive federal policy favoring arbitration, requires courts to enforce arbitration agreements according to their terms, and requires override by contrary Congressional command to deviate from the FAA).


88 See Stolt-Nielsen, 559 U.S. at 687 (holding that companies cannot be forced into class arbitration absent explicit allowance in the governing agreement).
tract governing the relationship. 89 Furthermore, these unilaterally designed contracts are often presented to consumers on a “take-it-or-leave it” basis as contracts of adhesion. 90 Consumers may feel unwilling or unable to negotiate or seek another company in these situations and thus may be forced to sacrifice their ability to pursue a class action claim. 91

Class action waivers in arbitration agreements represent the two-fold result of companies exercising their power over their consumer contracts and seeking to avoid potentially costly class litigation or settlements. 92 A class action waiver is a term in a contract in which one or both parties forego their right to form a class. 93 Class action waivers and arbitration clauses in general, often are buried deep within complex contracts and written in typically archaic legalese. 94 Whether by design or otherwise, this placement frequently leads to situations in which consumers agree to these terms with no knowledge of the rights foregone. 95

The backlash from the development and implementation of class-action waivers has been largely ineffective. 96 The Supreme Court has proved to be a

89 See Batya Goodman, Honey, I Shrink-Wrapped the Consumer: The Shrink-Wrap Agreement as an Adhesion Contract, 21 CARDOZO L. REV. 319, 319–320 (1999) (discussing contracts wherein the consumer becomes bound with no opportunity to negotiate, thus placing the terms of the contract fully in the control of the business); Philip Shuchman, Consumer Credit by Adhesion Contracts, 35 TEMP. L. REV. 125, 127 (1964) (discussing consumer-credit contract of adhesion and noting that once a bank or other similar company makes a uniform contract, the form and content rarely change).
90 See Goodman, supra note 89, at 320 (noting the take-it-or-leave-it nature of shrink-wrap contracts); Shuchman, supra note 89, at 131 (noting the regularity with which judgment notes and security agreements are issued on a take-it-or-leave-it basis).
91 See Goodman, supra note 89, at 319 (noting that consumers may not even know about some shrink-wrap contracts); Shuchman, supra note 89, at 131 (noting several common types of contracts that are commonly used as contracts of adhesion).
92 See Fitzpatrick, supra note 82, at 813 (observing that from 2006–2007, district-court judges approved settlements in 688 class action suits totaling over $33 billion in payments); Goodman, supra note 89, at 320 (noting the take-it-or-leave-it nature of shrink-wrap contracts); Shuchman, supra note 89, at 131 (noting the regularity with which judgment notes and security agreements are issued on a take-it-or-leave-it basis).
93 Class-Action Waiver, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
94 See, e.g., BANK OF AMERICA TERMS, supra note 67, at 68 (placing a “Resolving Claims” section which includes an arbitration agreement as the last section of the agreement beginning on page 68); CHASE AGREEMENT, supra note 67, at 15–17 (placing an arbitration agreement on pages 15–17 of the 27 page agreement); CITIBANK AGREEMENT, supra note 67, at 1, 10, 52–55 (including notice of the arbitration clause on the cover page and page 10 but placing the arbitration clause itself on pages 52–55 of the 56 page agreement).
95 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 3.2, at 8 (finding that 87% of consumers interviewed that indicated that they had never entered into a consumer contract with an arbitration clause had in fact done so).
96 See, e.g., Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 570 U.S. 228, 236 (2013) (holding that arbitration clauses are effective regardless of whether the costs of arbitration outweigh the recoverable claim); CompuCredit, 565 U.S. at 98 (holding that the FAA represents an expansive federal policy favoring arbitration, requires courts to enforce arbitration agreements as they would any other con-
major obstacle both in interpreting the FAA and preventing state law from usurping it.\footnote{See, e.g., \emph{Italian Colors}, 570 U.S. at 230 (holding that the fact that arbitration costs may outweigh recovery does not eliminate a potential plaintiff’s right to pursue a remedy and that therefore arbitration clauses may not be deemed unenforceable on this ground); \emph{CompuCredit}, 563 U.S. at 975 (citing 9 U.S.C. § 2) (noting that the FAA embodies a policy that is liberally in favor of arbitration); \emph{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 351 (holding that the FAA pre-empted California’s \emph{Discover Bank} rule).} California has been an especially fertile ground for these decisions, as the \emph{Discover Bank} rule continues to bump against the FAA.\footnote{\emph{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 351 (holding that the FAA pre-empted California’s \emph{Discover Bank} rule).} In 2005, in \emph{Discover Bank v. Superior Court}, the California Supreme Court held that class action waivers in arbitration agreements were unconscionable when the waivers were in a contract of adhesion setting.\footnote{See \emph{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 351 (holding that the FAA pre-empted California’s \emph{Discover Bank} rule).} The United States Supreme Court in \emph{AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion}, however, concluded that the FAA pre-empted the \emph{Discover Bank} rule in 2011.\footnote{See \emph{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 346–347 (discussing how the \emph{Discover Bank} rule in CA interferes with arbitration and therefore with the FAA).} Despite numerous other challenges, class action waivers remain generally enforceable in California and the rest of the nation alike.\footnote{See, e.g., \emph{Bernardino v. Barnes & Noble Booksellers, Inc.}, No. 17-CV-04570 (LAK) (KHP) 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 192814, at *20, *39–*40 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 20, 2017) (recommending granting defendant’s motion to compel arbitration where plaintiffs agreed to arbitration by agreeing to the Terms of Use of the defendants website); \emph{Marcario v. Midland Credit Mgmt., No. 2:17-cv-414 (ADS)(ARL), 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 175129, at *14 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 23, 2017) (granting defendant’s motion to compel arbitration and dismissing all class claims where plaintiff agreed to an arbitration agreement in his credit cardholder agreement by using his credit card); \emph{Credit Acceptance Corp. v. Vansteeneburgh, No. 1:17-cv-00040-GHD-DAS, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 169535, at *2, *14 (N.D. Miss. Oct. 11, 2017) (granting defendant’s motion to compel arbitration and dismissing class claims where plaintiff purchased a vehicle and agreed to an arbitration clause in an electronic retail installment contract); see also \emph{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 352 (holding that the \emph{Discover Bank} rule was preempted by the FAA and reversing the Ninth Circuit’s prior judgment).} Arbitration has been lauded as a positive force in reducing costs for consumers by reducing costs for businesses using it.\footnote{See Stephen J. Ware, \emph{The Case for Enforcing Adhesive Arbitration—with Particular Consideration of Class Actions and Arbitration Fees}, 5 J. AM. ARB. 251, 254–55 (2006) (discussing the benefits of mandatory arbitration agreements to both businesses and consumers).} This argument is predicated on the idea that the cost savings businesses derive from arbitration are eventually passed on to consumers through lower prices.\footnote{See id. at 255 (noting that lower costs for businesses, over time, lead to proportionately lower prices for consumers).} Thus, despite the criti-
isms, arbitration does yield important economic benefits for broad classes of consumers who potentially benefit from price reductions.104

D. The Passage of the CFPB Arbitration Rule and Its Repeal

As previously discussed, in July of 2017, the CFPB announced a new rule dealing with arbitration agreements.105 This rule, which was codified as 12 C.F.R. § 1040, placed two sets of limitations on the use of arbitration agreements when employed by covered providers.106 The rule’s first limitation, and the primary subject of this Note, was on the use of arbitration clauses to prevent those subject to them from class action claims in courts.107 Covered providers were further required to place language into their contracts detailing the limitation.108 This limitation was introduced because of the CFPB’s findings that a large number of consumers were being blocked from bringing class action claims while simultaneously failing or refusing to file individual claims or arbitration cases.109

The CFPB was mandated as part of Dodd-Frank to perform a study on arbitration agreements related to offering or providing consumer financial services and products.110 The study, which focused on nine topics, was published in March 2015.111 Based on its findings, the CFPB held several roundtable discussions with stakeholders and a small business review panel, and, in May 2016, issued its proposed rule.112 After issuing the proposal and allowing for a comment period, the CFPB published its final rule in July 2017.113

(104) See id. at 255, 277 (observing that a consensus does exist as to businesses cost-savings as a result of arbitration and, while the source of the savings may be debatable, a consensus exists that these cost-savings are eventually passed-through to consumers through price reductions).


106 Id.

107 Id.

108 Id.

109 Id.


111 Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,220; CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, at § 1.3.

112 Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,245–46. The stakeholder roundtable was made up of industry groups, banking trade associations, and consumer advocates. Id. at 33,220. The small business roundtable involved the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration and the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs with the Office of Management and Budget as well as eighteen Small Entity Representatives. Id. at 33,245–46. The Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1966 mandates a small business roundtable of this
Subsection 1 of this Section lays out the process by which the CFPB determined that creating the Arbitration Rule was within its authority. Subsection 2 of this Section discusses Congress’s and the President’s repeal of the rule and the reasons for it.

1. The CFPB’s Authority to Promulgate the Arbitration Rule

Under Dodd-Frank, the CFPB was empowered to regulate arbitration agreements only if the CFPB found that such regulation “was in the public interest and for the protection of consumers” (hereinafter, together, “the Standard”). The CFPB found the Standard to be ambiguous and therefore was obligated to interpret it as part of the issuance of the rule. The interpretation required determining whether to treat the Standard as integrated or as a two-prong test. The CFPB determined that treating the Standard as a two-prong test would ensure complete consideration of all applicable factors. As a result, the CFPB was required to define “in the public interest” and “for the protection of consumers.”

The CFPB defined “in the public interest” primarily by examining its purposes and objectives under Title X of Dodd-Frank. Thus, whether the regulation was sufficiently “in the public interest” required consideration of value and costs to consumers and covered persons. The CFPB’s interpretation also required consideration of the broader general concerns with the functioning of and possible changes in the market as a result of the regulation.

Because the interpretation for “in the public interest” addressed the wide concerns under Title X, the CFPB faced a more difficult challenge in defining...
for the protection of consumers.” The chosen interpretation required a finding that a proposed regulation would impact deterrence or redressability of violations of financial product consumers’ rights. Whereas the “in the public interest” prong addressed broad, general concerns, the CFPB sought to ensure that the “protection of consumers” prong was more narrow and dealt specifically with discouraging violations and improving consumers’ ability to recover in the event of a violation.

Treating these prongs separately, in the CFPB’s opinion, would prevent the danger of regulating arbitration agreements based only on loose public policy rationales. Rather, the passage of the rule required a finding of direct and meaningful consumer impact, in both a broad sense and a narrow. Furthermore, the dual-prong interpretation would ensure that the Arbitration Rule would not undercut public interest and disproportionately burden businesses as a trade-off for mildly increased protections.

Pairing this legal authority with the findings from the Arbitration Study, the CFPB determined that limiting covered persons’ ability to restrict class rights satisfied both prongs. The CFPB found that forbidding class action waivers in arbitration agreements would better allow consumers to vindicate their rights, thus satisfying the “protection of consumers” prong. Furthermore, the rule was determined to be “in the public interest” for its effect on protecting consumers’ rights and because it would create more parity between providers complying with it and providers seeking to leverage arbitration agreements. Additionally, the CFPB found that the rule would serve the public interest by increasing compliance with the law, balancing benefit to consumers with a relatively light burden on providers.

---

124 Id. The CFPB normally treated the Standard as integrated and not differentiating between the two prongs. Id. Therefore, other regulations passed under it did not require separate interpretation and the CFPB could satisfy the Standard under Title X alone. Id. Here, however, because “in the public interest” was broadly defined as requiring all considerations under Title X, the CFPB had to turn elsewhere to define “for the protection of consumers.” Id.

125 Id.

126 Id.

127 Id.

128 Id.

129 Id.

130 Id. at 33,280.

131 Id.

132 Id. at 33,296–97. The CFPB determined that providers that relied heavily on arbitration clauses to manage liability may have had advantages in the market over those investing heavily into compliance activities. Id. at 33,296–97. By restricting class action waivers in arbitration agreements, the CFPB believed that some of these advantages could be eliminated. Id. at 33,297.

133 Id. at 33,297. The CFPB recognized a degree of overlap between the two prongs. Id. at 33,250. The two-prong treatment, however, alleviated some risk that the standard would become too flexible and therefore subject to challenges on its validity. Id. at 33,249.
The final rule prevented providers of certain financial products and services from relying on pre-dispute arbitration agreements with class action waivers concerning those products or services. The rule defined a provider as any person engaged in an activity within the scope of the rule. Covered products and services under the rule included providing extensions of credit, providing accounts subject to TILA (i.e. deposit accounts), and a host of other financial products and services. Essentially, the Arbitration Rule guaranteed consumers of covered products and services the ability to certify as a class, avoiding motions to compel individual arbitration that would otherwise prevent such certification.

2. The Arbitration Rule’s Reception and Repeal

The Arbitration Rule was lauded as a victory for consumers over banks and credit card companies. This victory, however, was extremely short-lived as the Arbitration Rule was removed from the Code of Federal Regulations (“C.F.R.”) as of November 22, 2017. Under the Congressional Review Act (“CRA”), any rule that a Federal agency proposes is subject to Congressional review. Congress is empowered under the CRA to block rules by issuing a joint resolution of disapproval. The United States House of Representatives passed House Joint Resolution 111 disapproving of the Arbitration Rule on July 25, 2017. The United States Senate, however, deadlocked on the vote and ultimately disapproved after the tiebreaking vote from the Vice President.

135 Id. at § 1040.2(d)(1).
136 Id. at § 1040.3; Arbitration Agreements, supra note 14, at 33,210.
137 See, e.g., Gadomski, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 213675, at *13 (granting defendant’s motion to compel individual arbitration pursuant to an arbitration agreement and dismissing plaintiff’s class action claim).
141 Id. §§ 801(b)(1), 802(a).
of the United States on October 24, 2017. Finally, the President of the United States signed the disapproval into law on November 1, 2017, thus repealing the Arbitration Rule.

As the passage of the Arbitration Rule was considered a consumer victory, its demise was considered a win for banks and other financial companies. The United States Department of the Treasury (“U.S. Treasury”) released a paper stating several powerful counterarguments to the Arbitration Rule. Chief among these counterpoints was the potential immense costs the Arbitration Rule may impose on the market. According to the U.S. Treasury’s estimates, covered providers could incur upward of $2.5 billion in costs from the potential spike in class action claims. The U.S. Treasury also expressed concerns about large payouts to plaintiffs’ attorneys and small or non-existent payouts to class members.

147 See generally U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 146, at 1–2 (presenting several counterarguments to and negative consequences arising from the passage of the Arbitration Rule).
148 Id. at 1.
149 Id. Analogously to cost savings from arbitration flowing through to consumers, increased costs of class action claims are likely to lead to increased consumer prices in general. See id. at 11 (discussing an Office of the Comptroller of Currency study in response to the Arbitration Study that found that there was an 88% chance that the price of credit would increase as a result of the Arbitration Rule); Ware, supra note 103, at 259 (observing that higher awards may lead to higher prices).
150 U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 147, at 1–2. The U.S. Treasury also noted: (1) even when class actions provide relief to class members, few consumers are actually interested in recovering; (2) the CFPB did not adequately explore the possibility of enhanced disclosures related to arbitration agreements; (3) the CFPB, during the Arbitration Study, did not consider the number or frequency of meritless class action claims; and (4) the CFPB claimed that the rule would improve compliance with regulations but presented no evidence supporting that claim. Id.
Consumers subject to arbitration clauses remain in a similar position today as they were in only a few months prior. Nevertheless, the Arbitration Rule, despite its repeal, appears to have put in motion some change, as some companies have begun to alter their arbitration policies. Other companies, however, continue to seek to enforce arbitration agreements already in place.

III. CLASS ACTION WAIVERS HURT CONSUMERS TO BENEFIT BANKS

Class action claims are an important mechanism to ensure consumers can defend their interests against much larger banks with more robust resources. Class action waivers create a unique detriment in the consumer banking context and threaten to prevent consumers from recovering fully when injured and from holding their banks accountable in the public eye. Section A of this part discusses the intersection of consumer financial products, contracts of adhesion, and arbitration agreements and the results of the Arbitration Study, which showed that consumers rarely exercised their right to individual arbitration. Further, it argues that the Arbitration Rule played an important role in matching consumer expectations about their rights related to their checking accounts with the legal effect of the agreements. Section B of this part discusses the results of the Arbitration Study in terms of plaintiff recovery through arbitration and class action claims. It further argues that class action claims lead to better outcomes for plaintiffs than do individual arbitration proceedings. Section C of this part discusses the importance of public account-

---

151 See Joint Resolution of Nov. 1, 2017 (expressing displeasure with the Arbitration Rule and suggesting the CFPB return to the status quo ante).
154 See Barnes, supra note 20, at 340 (arguing that individual consumers do not commonly pursue claims in arbitration and that when they do their recovery is generally small); Caitlin Toto, Note, Sharing Economy Inequality: How the Adoption of Class Action Waivers in the Sharing Economy Presents a Threat to Racial Discrimination Claims, 58 B.C. L. REV. 1355, 1372 (2017) (arguing that class action waivers can limit the ability of those affected by racial discrimination to advocate for their rights adequately in court).
155 See Barnes, supra note 20, at 338–39 (arguing that arbitration’s largely confidential nature detracts from the deterrent effects of lawsuits and therefore allows companies to sidestep accountability for their wrongful actions).
156 See infra notes 163–187 and accompanying text.
157 See infra notes 163–187 and accompanying text.
158 See infra notes 188–207 and accompanying text.
159 See infra notes 188–207 and accompanying text.
ability and its deterrent effect on banks, and argues that class actions play a large role in ensuring such public accountability.\textsuperscript{160} Section D of this part confronts counterarguments that class actions disproportionately compensate plaintiffs’ attorneys and that deterrence theory is an inadequate justification for allowing easier access to the class forum.\textsuperscript{161}

\textbf{A. Do Consumers Exercise Their Arbitration Rights?}

In the United States, as of 2015, 93\% of households utilized a bank account.\textsuperscript{162} Many different banks held those deposits.\textsuperscript{163} The CFPB found in the Arbitration Study, however, that the 100 largest depository institutions held nearly 60\% of all funds deposited in checking accounts.\textsuperscript{164} Of those funds, nearly half are subject to arbitration agreements.\textsuperscript{165} More concerning is the finding that nearly all of the deposited funds that were subject to arbitration clauses expressly did not allow for class-action claims or class arbitration.\textsuperscript{166}

Inclusion of arbitration agreements in contracts, alone, would not be problematic were consumers better-equipped to negotiate on the terms of their bank accounts.\textsuperscript{167} Often, however, consumers trying to open a checking account are presented agreements as “take-it-or-leave-it” contracts and therefore feel pressured to take, rather than leave, them.\textsuperscript{168} Faced with this situation, consumers often agree to arbitration clauses of which they were unaware or that they do not understand.\textsuperscript{169} To paint this picture starkly, consumers seeking a checking account are often handed form contracts that they do not understand but feel pressured to sign without negotiation.\textsuperscript{170} These agreements may or may not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{160} See infra notes 208–228 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{161} See infra notes 229–252 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{164} CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 2.3.2.
\item \textsuperscript{165} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{166} See id. § 2.5.5 (noting that 88\% of funds subject to an arbitration clause were also subject to class action waivers).
\item \textsuperscript{167} See Barnes, supra note 20, at 335–36 (arguing that providers of financial products and services rely on the fact that consumers and employees’ ability to negotiate form agreements including arbitration clauses is severely limited).
\item \textsuperscript{168} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{169} See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 3.1 (reporting that no consumer interviewed said that dispute-resolution procedures such as arbitration played a role in their financial decisions, and reporting that more than half of consumers interviewed indicated that they did not know whether they had agreed to binding individual arbitration connected with their credit cards).
\item \textsuperscript{170} See Barnes, supra note 20, at 335–36 (discussing the prevalence of contracts of adhesion in the consumer financial products and services context); see also CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra
contain an arbitration clause, but those that do almost certainly deny that consumer the right to join a class action.171

This phenomenon would be less concerning if it was supported by robust data showing consumers bringing a large number of arbitration claims.172 Available data suggests that this is not the case relative to litigation claims.173 Of the approximately 1,850 arbitration claims studied, more than 1,400 were filed either by a company alone or jointly by a company and a consumer.174 This statistic shows that consumers acting alone were vastly in the minority of arbitration claims filed in the period studied.175 Of the claims filed, nearly all were for more than $1,000.176 Thus, it appears that consumers both rarely filed individual arbitration claims and only did so when the claims were for a substantial amount of money.177

Consumers appear to favor litigation over arbitration and, in some cases, mistakenly believe that agreeing to arbitration does not restrict their right to

---

171 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 2.5.5 (stating that of the checking account funds subject to arbitration clauses, 88% were also barred from class action claims or class arbitration).


173 Compare CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 1.4.3 (detailing the CFPB findings on incidence of arbitration proceedings, and reporting that between 2010 and 2012, nearly 1,850 disputes were filed), with id. § 6.2.1 (detailing the CFPB findings on incidence of individual and class litigation claims and reporting that between 2010 and 2012 consumers filed more than 4,000 individual and class action claims). The CFPB collected data across six different financial products for arbitration claims. Id. § 1.4.3. The products studied were: credit cards, checking accounts/debit cards, payday loans, prepaid cards, private student loans, and auto loans. Id. For litigation claims, the CFPB collected data related to five products: credit cards, checking accounts/debit cards, prepaid cards, payday loans, and private student loans. Id. § 6. For class litigation, the CFPB also collected data related to automobile loans. Id.

174 Id. § 1.4.3. The CFPB limited its scope to arbitration claims filed with the Arbitration Association of America (“AAA”). Id. § 5.1. The CFPB noted that the AAA is employed in the vast majority of consumer-financial arbitration cases and thus was comfortable examining data based solely on cases filed with the AAA. Id.

175 See id. § 1.4.3. (finding that only just over four hundred claims per year in the study were filed by consumers alone).

176 See id. (reporting that claims involving less than $1,000 accounted for fewer than twenty-five claims per year of the study).

177 See id. (reporting relatively small numbers of arbitration claims filed by consumers alone and small number of claims filed where the amount in dispute was less than $1,000); see also Cordray Remarks, supra note 167 (observing that the results of the Arbitration Study indicate that consumers did not feel that small claims justified pursuing arbitration proceedings).
litigate disputes. Consumer interests would be better served and substantial confusion avoided were the Arbitration Rule still in place. The Arbitration Rule would guarantee to consumers the ability to bring a class action claim. Consumers would thus have unrestricted access to their dispute resolution forum of choice, even where their claims individually are relatively small or otherwise seem unworthy of pursuit. The Arbitration Rule would also close the gap between consumers’ expectations about their rights against financial products providers and reality when they are subject to arbitration clauses. Consumers’ ability to access information is a key aspect of robust consumer protection. Informed consumers are better-able to make decisions that are in line with their preferences. One of the CFPB’s foundational goals is ensuring that consumers are empowered with information necessary to make financial decisions. The Arbitration Rule, therefore, was and would be a significant step toward accomplishing this goal in the consumer banking market.

178 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 3.1 (finding that more than one-third of consumers interviewed whose credit card agreements included an arbitration clause believed that they would be able to sue their credit card provider in court); Barnes, supra note 20, at 338 (observing that where consumers have the option to opt out of a class action claim in favor of arbitration they almost always elect to remain part of the class action claim).

179 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 3.1 (finding that more than one-third of consumers interviewed whose credit card agreements included an arbitration clause believed that they would be able to sue their credit card provider in court); Barnes, supra note 20, at 338 (observing that where consumers have the option to opt out of a class action claim in favor of arbitration they almost always elect to remain part of the class action claim). The Arbitration Rule would prevent providers from precluding consumers from class action disputes simply on the grounds that the consumers agreed to an arbitration clause. See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. 33,210, 33,210 (July 19, 2017) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1040) (preventing providers from blocking consumer class action claims in court by way of arbitration clauses in consumer agreements).


181 See id. (prohibiting providers from blocking consumer class action claims); Cordray Remarks, supra note 172 (observing that data showing small numbers of arbitration claims filed by consumers alone and the relatively large size of arbitration claims suggests that individual consumers with claims under $1,000 do not see individual arbitration as worth the time and money).

182 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 3.1 (finding that more than one-third of consumers interviewed whose credit card agreements included an arbitration clause believed that they would be able to sue their credit card provider in court); Barnes, supra note 20, at 338 (observing that where consumers have the option to opt out of a class action claim in favor of arbitration they almost always elect to remain part of the class action claim).


184 See id. (asserting that consumer information is important in part because it decreases informational discrepancies which enables consumers to make decisions that fit more closely with their aims).

185 See 12 U.S.C. § 5511(a) (2012) (detailing the purpose of the CFPB and its role in ensuring, among other goals, transparency in the consumer-financial-products markets); id. § 5511(b)(1), (5) (detailing the objectives of the CFPB including providing consumers with timely and understandable information to make responsible decisions about financial transactions and ensuring the transparent operation of markets for consumer financial products); About Us, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
B. Class Action’s Role in Ensuring Fair Recovery, Even on Small Claims

Class action claims play an important role in ensuring that consumers injured by their banks have the best opportunity for recovery and the best chance of recovering fully. As discussed above, consumers rarely bring individual arbitration claims, especially where the amount in dispute is small. When consumers did bring arbitration claims they tended to fare poorly both in frequency of favorable outcomes and amount of award. The CFPB’s Arbitration Study examined recoveries for plaintiffs engaged in a sample of class action settlements and in a sample of cases that went to individual arbitration. Class action settlements yielded higher total recoveries over the same two-year period than did claims that went through individual arbitration.

The CFPB found that over a two-year period arbitrators issued decisions in only 158 cases in which a consumer filed an affirmative claim. Of these cases, only thirty-two yielded results that were favorable to the consumer. Even when the arbitrators in these cases decided in favor of the consumer, the consumers were awarded cents on every dollar claimed. Turning to both affirmative claims and disputed debts, the CFPB found that consumers in 2010 and 2011 recovered, in total, less than $175,000 in damages and less than $190,000 in debt forbearance.


See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,210 (prohibiting companies from enforcing binding individual arbitration agreements to block consumer class actions and thus closing the information gap between consumers’ expectations of their rights and reality).

See Barnes, supra note 20, at 338 (examining the Arbitration Study and the results); Sternlight, supra note 20, at 106 (noting that class actions provide a chance for consumers to bring procedurally difficult cases where individual arbitration may prevent such claims).

See supra notes 162–181 and accompanying text.

See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 5.2.2 (detailing outcomes for consumers in arbitration claims).

Id. §§ 8.1, 8.4.

Compare id. § 5.2.2 (finding that consumers in individual arbitration from 2010 to 2011 recovered less than $175,000 in cash relief and less than $195,000 in debt forbearance relief), with id. § 8.4 (finding that consumers involved in class actions between 2010 and 2011 recovered nearly $900 million in gross relief).

Id. § 5.2.2. As noted above, the CFPB’s study was limited to cases filed with the American Arbitration Association because the CFPB determined that the AAA handled a significant majority of consumer arbitration claims in the time period of the study. Id. § 5.1. The CFPB differentiated between affirmative claims—claims in which a consumer was asserting injury—and arbitration claims based solely on disputed debts. See id.

Id. § 5.2.2.

See id. The median claim amount in the cases in which the arbitrator decided for the consumer was $13,000. Id. The median award amount, however, was $2,700. Id. Consumers in these cases received, on average, fifty-seven cents on each dollar claimed. Id.

Id. § 1.4.3. The CFPB differentiated between affirmative claims and debt dispute claims. Id. § 5.1 n.11. A debt dispute claim is a claim in which the arbitrator award takes the form of debt relief...
These recovery totals pale in comparison to recoveries from class action settlements. The CFPB studied 419 consumer financial class action settlements between 2008 and 2012 and found that at least 350 million class litigants recovered $2.7 billion in gross relief. Of these settlements, 178 occurred in 2010 and 2011. These settlements encompassed approximately 33 million consumers and awards of $872 million in gross relief. This data paints a clear picture showing that consumers who are allowed to join class action claims experience greater incidence of positive outcomes as well as greater amounts of relief.

The statistics discussed above indicate that, while gross relief is significant in class action settlements, recovery per member of the class is small. The comparison is, admittedly, somewhat comparing apples to oranges. As previously discussed, however, one important feature of the class action claim is that it empowers individuals with otherwise small claims to assert their rights. Where a bank has inflicted an injury on its consumers, it should be required to remedy that injury, despite its relatively minor value to the individual. Forcing consumers with small claims into arbitration is likely to significantly diminish their likelihood of pursuing their claims. Ensuring that consumers have access to class action claims, therefore, is an integral aspect of

or forbearance. An affirmative claim is a claim in which the arbitrator award takes the form of monetary relief. See id.

See id. § 8.1 (detailing the CFPB’s findings related to class action claim recovery amounts). Id. The CFPB utilized a sample of 419 settlements. Id. Of these 419 classes, the CFPB could determine approximate class size in only 329 settlements. Id. The figure of 350 million class litigants was missing data from 90 class settlements and, therefore, understated the actual number of class litigants who were granted recovery. See id.

Id. § 8.3.1. Id. §§ 8.3.2, 8.3.3. Compare id. § 5.2.2 (detailing relief granted in individual consumer arbitration claims), with id. §§ 8.3.1, 8.3.2, 8.3.3 (detailing relief granted in class action settlements). See id. § 8.1 (reporting figures for both total class claimants and total cash and in-kind relief). Dividing the total amount of relief granted ($2.7 billion) by the total number of class members (350 million) yields a result of $7 per class members. See id.

See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,241–42 (criticizing the Arbitration Study for purportedly comparing arbitration awards to class action settlements on an apples-to-apples basis, despite various differences in the data points presented and the time period for each sample). See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 3 (arguing that individuals have a variety of reasons for avoiding individual claims, including fear of retaliation or insufficient resources); Melnick, supra note 77, at 769 (arguing that class actions alleviate the lack of monetary motivation that individual plaintiffs may feel when facing a much larger defendant).

See RICHARD POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE LAW 349–50 (2007) (arguing that the most important point of litigation is that the entity that caused an injury is confronted with the costs of the violation to achieve the allocative purpose of the suit). See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 1.4.3 (detailing the very small number of arbitration claims brought by individual consumers and the likewise very small number of arbitration claims brought where the claim is for less than $1,000).
ensuring complete consumer financial protection and providing maximum opportunity for recovery in the event that an injury occurs.206

C. Deterrence Theory: Dodging Public Accountability
Behind Arbitration’s Closed Doors

One of the primary benefits of bringing claims in a court is the deterrent effect that the courtroom’s visibility has on those who risk entering it.207 While parties to litigation may request confidentiality on some information, generally, evidence related to federal litigation is presumptively open to public view.208 Conversely, matters in arbitration are afforded a significantly higher degree of privacy, though not full confidentiality.209 A significant deterrent force is lost where banks can reliably count on arbitrating individual claims with little-to-no-fear of class action claims in open court.210

It is a foundational concept of law that bringing claims in court acts as a deterrent against similar wrongful acts in the future.211 Where a judge has handed down a decision affixing liability to a wrongdoer, a clear message is sent to similar entities—should you engage in this type of conduct, you risk liability too.212 The dissemination of this message relies heavily on the publicity of lawsuits.213

---

206 See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,210 (prohibiting providers of financial products and services from enforcing arbitration clauses with class action waivers to block consumers from entering into class action claims, thus granting them access to the judicial forum).

207 See Myriam Gilles, The Demise of Deterrence: Mandatory Arbitration and the “Litigation Reform” Movement, in FORCED ARBITRATION AND THE FATE OF THE 7TH AMENDMENT, supra note 60, at 7, 17 (arguing that the social benefits of providing open access to litigation in courts include, critically, deterrence).

208 City of Greenville v. Syngenta Crop Prot., LLC, 764 F.3d 695, 697 (7th Cir. 2014) (quoting In re Specht, 622 F.3d 697, 701 (7th Cir. 2010)).

209 See Amy J. Schmitz, Untangling the Privacy Paradox in Arbitration, 54 U. KAN. L. REV. 1211, 1211 (2006) (arguing that arbitration is a cloistered process, and that although information revealed during arbitration may become public, it is not presumed public as is information revealed in federal court); Samuel Estreicher & Steven C. Bennett, The Confidentiality of Arbitration Proceedings, 240 N.Y.L.J., Aug. 13, 2008, http://www.jonesday.com/files/Publication/3c7c5ff7-ec4a-4b01-979a-6960d29c663f/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/58f159e4-8b12-4012-9532-241147d2b4c9/EstreicherBennett_NYLJ_081308.pdf [https://perma.cc/2X9V-9H28] (discussing Rule 23 of the American Arbitration Association (AAA) which mandates that the arbitrator and the AAA protect the privacy of arbitration proceedings).

210 See Gilles, supra note 208, at 17 (arguing that arbitration prevents legal norms from adequate publication such that deterrence is practically a non-factor).

211 See id. (arguing that it is nearly beyond debate that claims brought in court serve as deterrents against similar wrongful conduct in the future); Andrew Popper, In Defense of Deterrence, 75 ALB. L. REV. 181, 183 (2011) (arguing that cases that result in clear statements of the law or legal principles have a better deterrent effect than those that do not).

212 See Popper, supra note 211, at 183 (stating that any case at common law carries the possibility of articulating a legal norm or principle and, therefore, carries a deterrent effect).

213 See Gilles, supra note 208, at 17 (stating that litigation’s deterrent effect arises in primarily from publicity); Popper, supra note 212, at 199 (stating that, even in the absence of a judicial opinion,
Publicly published judicial opinions serve the function of creating legal norms and precedents with weight. Where an opinion has been published there is no defense of ignorance, the public is on notice that the legal system has considered certain conduct and determined that it should not be condoned. In doing so, the common law shapes behavior to fit what is considered lawful. Arbitration, conversely, functions in nearly the opposite fashion. Arbitration represses the deterrent effect of judicial opinions both by moving proceedings behind largely closed doors and, as previously discussed, deterring some claims from ever being brought. No arbitrators require keeping a record of proceedings before them. Arbitrators are generally not required to explain the reasoning behind their decisions. In fact, these practices detract from the very attributes that draw companies to arbitrators in the first place.

---

214 See Gilles, supra note 208, at 17 (observing that legal standards and norms require publicity to have an effect on behavior, and that lawsuits provide for this publicity).

215 See id. (noting that once a norm or precedent obtains publicity it may then begin to influence behavior).

216 See id. (arguing that litigation’s deterrent effect relies heavily on publicity and that public dissemination of judgments is necessary for those judgments to affect behavior).


218 See Schmitz, supra note 209, at 1211 (arguing that arbitration is a closed process, and although information revealed during arbitration may become public, it is not presumed public as is information revealed in federal court); Estreicher & Bennett, supra note 209 (discussing Rule 25 of the American Arbitration Association (AAA) which mandates that the arbitrator and the AAA maintain the privacy of arbitration proceedings); see also CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 1.4.3 (observing that consumers rarely file arbitration claims independently, and almost never file arbitration claims for less than $1,000).

219 See, e.g., United Steelworkers of Am. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593, 598 (1960) (holding that arbitrators are not required to write opinions). The Supreme Court of the United States observed that arbitrators are under no obligation to the courts to explain their decisions, and that requiring otherwise may cause arbitrators to cease keeping records of their decisions at all. Id. The implication here is that the arbitrator would be within his or her rights to do so, especially if the court were to attempt to place requirements on arbitral opinions. See id.; see also AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N COMMERCIAL R. 28(a) (providing that one party may arrange for a stenographer to keep a record provided that party pays the costs associated); id. R. 28(b) (forbidding any means of recording the proceedings other than a stenographer under Rule 28(a) and subject to agreement among the parties and the arbitrator).

220 United Steelworkers of Am., 363 U.S. at 598.

221 See AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N COMMERCIAL R. 25 (requiring that arbitrators and the AAA must maintain the privacy of hearing unless another body or law allows publication). AAA Commercial Rule 25 further restricts attendance at arbitration hearings to parties with direct interest in the arbitration. Id.
Arbitration proceedings do not, like lawsuits and judicial decisions, become woven into a publicly-disseminated framework dictating how entities interact lawfully.\textsuperscript{222} Because of this, arbitration proceedings lose their deterrent effect and consumers may lose their ability to recognize what types of actions to which they should or should not be subject.\textsuperscript{223} Individual arbitration is a poor substitute for class action litigation on the deterrence front.\textsuperscript{224} Where trials and judicial decisions disseminate clear, publicized messages about what behavior is acceptable, arbitration and its closed doors represent the chance to cover up mistakes cheaply and efficiently for companies wishing to avoid public rebuke.\textsuperscript{225} Consumers’ interests are best advocated and represented when interference with them is placed in the public eye.\textsuperscript{226} While the courtroom may not be a perfect forum, it is far closer to it than the cloistered arbitration room.\textsuperscript{227}

D. Responding to Criticisms of Plaintiffs’ Attorneys and Deterrence Theory Shortcomings

There are several arguments that the class action waiver is not as detrimental to financial products consumers as the CFPB claimed.\textsuperscript{228} This section will address the argument that freedom to bring class action claims is not in consumers’ interests, but rather in their attorneys’ interests.\textsuperscript{229} This section will also address the argument that “deterrent effect” is too difficult to predict or quantify to justify providing free access to the courts to class action claimants.\textsuperscript{230}

\textsuperscript{222} See Gilles, supra note 208, at 18 (observing that arbitration decisions are not made part of a publicly available judicial history or common law).

\textsuperscript{223} Id.

\textsuperscript{224} See id. at 19 (arguing that the rise of arbitration correlates with a downward trend in public accountability for companies in every sector).

\textsuperscript{225} Compare Gilles, supra note 208, at 17 (stating that litigation’s deterrent effect arises in large part from publicity), and Popper, supra note 212, at 199 (stating that, even in the absence of a judicial opinion, conduct that could serve as the basis for civil liability, once known to the public, can change a market on its own), with United Steelworkers of Am., 363 U.S. at 598 (holding that arbitrators are under no obligation to record opinions or explain decisions to the court), and AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N COMMERCIAL R. 25 (requiring that arbitrators and the AAA maintain the privacy of hearing unless the law provides otherwise).

\textsuperscript{226} See Popper, supra note 212, at 183 (stating that any case at common law carries the possibility of articulating a legal norm or principle and, therefore, has a deterrent effect).

\textsuperscript{227} See Gilles, supra note 208, at 18 (observing that criticisms of deterrence related to quantifying and accounting for variables are well-founded, but arguing that arbitration lacks deterrent effect whatsoever, whereas litigation reliably has some baseline deterrent effect).

\textsuperscript{228} See infra notes 232–252 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{229} See infra notes 232–242 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{230} See infra notes 243–252 and accompanying text.
1. The Plaintiffs’ Attorney Payday Problem

One of the primary counterarguments against class action claims is that class action settlements and awards generally result in proportionately little pay to actual claimants and large paychecks for plaintiffs’ attorneys.231 Plaintiffs’ attorneys have come under question in terms of whether their interest in maximizing fees aligns with their clients’ interests.232 This problem is especially important in cases where the attorney brings and argues a claim with little or no interaction with any of the plaintiffs, named or otherwise.233 This conflict of interest leads to concerns over plaintiffs’ attorneys agreeing to class settlements that inadequately compensate class plaintiffs while lining the attorneys’ pockets.234

The CFPB found, however, that of the studied class action settlements, only 16% of relief granted went toward paying attorneys’ fees, meaning consumers retained 84% of relief granted.235 While $424 million is no small sum of money, the compensation of plaintiffs’ attorneys in this manner is often justified by the significant risk incurred in taking class action cases.236 Plaintiffs’ attorneys working on a contingent fee basis incur significant costs in trying class action suits while also incurring the risk of nonpayment in the event of a loss.237 Contingent fee attorneys further provide access to the judicial forum where upfront costs may otherwise bar consumers with scarce resources, even pooled together.238

231 See U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 147, at 1 (arguing that the Arbitration Rule will transfer an additional $330 million over five years from financial products and services providers to plaintiffs’ attorneys).
232 See, e.g., Pearson v. NBTY, Inc., 772 F.3d 778, 787 (7th Cir. 2014) (noting the conflict of interest that arises between plaintiff’s counsel, which is generally interested in fees, and consumer class-members, who are interested in the award to the class).
233 Id.
234 See id. (quoting Eubank v. Pella Corp., 753 F.3d 718, 720 (7th Cir. 2014)) (remarking on the concern that class counsel and defendants may work together to come to an agreement, backed by both plaintiffs’ counsel and the defendant, that inadequately compensates the class but handsomely rewards the attorney); DEBORAH R. HENSLEY ET AL., CLASS ACTION DILEMMAS: PURSUING PUBLIC GOALS FOR PRIVATE GAIN 79 (2000), https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monograph_reports/2005/MR969.1.pdf [https://perma.cc/AXG8-HQPU] (arguing that the fear that plaintiffs’ attorneys may, in the absence of oversight by actual clients, negotiate for settlements that serve their interests more so than their clients’ interests).
235 CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 8.3.5.
236 See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,401 (discussing the balancing between contingent fee basis plaintiffs’ attorneys and defense attorneys who incur comparatively less risk from being paid hourly). The figure of $424 million used represents class action claimants’ total recovery across the studied cases in the Arbitration Study ($2.7 billion) multiplied by the percentage of those awards paid to plaintiffs’ attorneys (sixteen percent). CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, §§ 8.1, 8.3.5.
237 See Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. at 33,401
This argument further ignores the benefit derived from empowering consumers with small claims to form a class and therefore enabling them to assert their rights in court. 239 Recovery on a per consumer basis will inherently be in small amounts where the total claim is the result of an aggregation of hundreds or thousands of small claims. 240 Providing access to the judicial forum for small claims is an important measure toward ensuring that consumers are protected equally and that recovery is possible even for slight injuries. 241

2. Deterrence Lacks Quantifiability and Predictability

One popular counterargument is to point to the difficulty of measuring the “deterrent effect” and the inconsistent and uncertain effect litigation can, in fact, have in terms of deterrence. 242 The prevalence of settlements particularly exacerbates this problem as settlement terms are often kept closely under lock and key. 243

These arguments, however, fail on two fronts—they fail to rebut litigation’s inherent deterrent effect and they fail to show how arbitration can function as an acceptable substitute. 244 While the argument may continue as to the degree of deterrence lawsuits offer, this argument presupposes that litigation pdf?refreqid=excelsior:c84fe2fe7c6f32d56a6610370f442f6f [https://perma.cc/D7ZW-6KC8] (observing that a central argument by proponents for contingent fees is the removal of barriers to entering the judicial forum).

239 See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 3 (arguing that individuals have a variety of reasons for avoiding individual claims, including fear of retaliation or insufficient resources); Melnick, supra note 77, at 769 (arguing that class actions alleviate the lack of monetary motivation that individual plaintiffs may feel when facing a much larger defendant).

240 See DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 147, at 4 (observing that, according to the Arbitration Study, average payment per class member was $32.35). But see CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 8.1 (observing that over five years, more than 350 million class action claimants were awarded $2.7 billion in gross cash and in-kind relief).

241 See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 1.4.3 (finding that nearly all arbitration filings studied were either a company filing, or a consumer filing with a company and finding that almost all arbitration claims were for amounts greater than $1,000).

242 Gilles, supra note 208, at 18 (observing that arbitration decisions are not made part of a publicly available judicial history or common law).

243 See, e.g., CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra note 45, § 6.6.1 (finding that judgments on a class-wide basis occurred in less than one percent of cases studied). But see id. § 8.1 (observing that the Arbitration Study successfully determined the form and amount of total relief in 100% of class action settlements reviewed).

244 See Gilles, supra note 208, at 18 (observing that although anti-lawsuit reformers are correct in stating deterrence resulting from litigation is hard to quantify and qualify, making such an argument presumes that litigation has a deterrent effect, and arguing that arbitration, as a substitute, has absolutely no deterrent effect).
has a deterrent effect.\textsuperscript{245} Arbitration, on the other hand, lacks most of the attributes that contribute to litigation’s deterrence.\textsuperscript{246}

Litigation has also been attacked as inefficient, whereas arbitration is heralded as expeditious and cost-effective.\textsuperscript{247} The question remains whether the deterrent end of litigation justifies the admittedly exhaustive means.\textsuperscript{248} The added threat of governmental enforcement and active regulatory releases by regulatory bodies like the CFPB further bolsters this argument, especially in the consumer protection context.\textsuperscript{249}

Historically, however, governmental enforcement, regulatory activism, and private litigation have worked in concert to maximize both deterrence and detection.\textsuperscript{250} Where threats come from both consumers and governmental forces, companies that would otherwise feel temptation to toe the line may be deterred more holistically than if either force existed and the other did not.\textsuperscript{251}

\textbf{IV. FINDING THE MIDDLE: A PROPOSAL TO SUBSTITUTE CLASS ACTION WAIVERS WITH ALLOWABLE CLASS ARBITRATION}

Without reform to the way class action waivers are implemented in the consumer financial products market, injured consumers will continue to struggle to collectively assert their rights in any forum, as Lawrence and his family

\textsuperscript{245} See Popper, supra note 212, at 183 (observing that every case at common law has at least the potential to create or reinforce a legal norm or precedent and therefore exert a deterrent effect).
\textsuperscript{246} See Gilles, supra note 208, at 17–18 (detailing that the publicity and finality of litigation judgments are the cores of their deterrent effect and arguing that arbitration is lacking on both of these fronts).
\textsuperscript{247} See U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 147, at 3–4 (criticizing the Arbitration Rule for failing to account for the costs associated with an influx of class action lawsuits that are likely to be brought); see also Barnes, supra note 20, at 340 (discussing arguments in favor of arbitration’s fairness and efficiency).
\textsuperscript{248} See U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 147, at 3–4 (estimating that the Arbitration Rule would impose nearly $575 million in additional defense costs and payments to named plaintiffs on defendants in class action claims).
\textsuperscript{250} See Myriam Gilles & Gary Friedman, After Class: Aggregate Litigation in the Wake of AT&T Mobility v. Concepcion, 79 U. CHI. L. REV. 623, 626 (2012) (observing that the intersection of public and private law is well established in the American legal system, and arguing that public agencies are often predicated on the idea that the private bar is available to leverage its resources in promoting the general welfare).
\textsuperscript{251} See Myriam Gilles & Gary Friedman, Exploding the Class Action Agency Costs Myth: The Social Utility of Entrepreneurial Lawyers, 155 U. PA. L. REV. 103, 106 (2006) (arguing that the class action serves as an additional and effective deterrent tool toward corporate misconduct).
struggle against Wells Fargo.\textsuperscript{252} The Supreme Court remains entrenched in its support of class action waivers.\textsuperscript{253} Thus, reform must originate from agencies like the CFPB.\textsuperscript{254} This reform likely cannot take the form of a complete bar, as has been evidenced by the intense opposition in all branches of government to such regulations.\textsuperscript{255} Section A of this part proposes a reform requiring enhanced disclosure when arbitration agreements are used in consumer financial products contracts.\textsuperscript{256} Section B of this part explores the possibility of utilizing class arbitration in place of more costly class action litigation.\textsuperscript{257}

\textit{A. Enhanced Disclosure as a Way to Keep Consumers Aware of Their Rights}

The CFPB is not the only agency to pass a regulation banning pre-dispute, mandatory, individual arbitration through class action waivers.\textsuperscript{258} Likewise, the CFPB is not alone in having that regulation resisted.\textsuperscript{259} In November 2016, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid ("CMS") passed a regulation prohibiting the use of pre-dispute arbitration agreements in contracts for services in long-term care ("LTC") facilities (the "CMS Rule").\textsuperscript{260} In 2017, in

\textsuperscript{252} See Mitchell v. Wells Fargo Bank, Case 2:16-cv-00966-CW-DBP, 2017 WL 5905535, at *1 (D. Utah Nov. 29, 2017) (reserving judgment on Wells Fargo’s motion to compel arbitration pending factual inquiries into whether the plaintiffs are subject to binding, individual, pre-dispute arbitration agreements).

\textsuperscript{253} See Am. Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 570 U.S. 228, 233 (2013) (holding that arbitration clauses are effective regardless of whether the costs of arbitration outweigh the recoverable claim); AT&T Mobility v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 344 (2011) (holding that the California Discover Bank rule was pre-empted by the FAA and reversing decision holding class action waiver unconscionable and void at state law).

\textsuperscript{254} See \textit{Italian Colors}, 570 U.S. at 233 (holding that arbitration clauses are effective regardless of whether the costs of arbitration outweigh the recoverable claim); \textit{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 344 (holding that the California Discover Bank rule was pre-empted by the FAA and reversing decision holding class action waiver unconscionable and void at state law).

\textsuperscript{255} See \textit{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 344 (holding that the California Discover Bank rule was pre-empted by the FAA and reversing decision holding class action waiver unconscionable and void at state law).

\textsuperscript{256} See infra notes 259–271 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{257} See \textit{infra} notes 272–282 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{258} See 42 C.F.R. § 483.70(n)(1) (prohibiting the use of pre-dispute arbitration clauses in contracts for long-term care facilities).

\textsuperscript{259} See Kindred Nursing Ctrs. L.P. v. Clark, 137 S. Ct. 1421, 1428 (2017) (holding that the FAA pre-empted the Kentucky Supreme Court’s clear-statement rule where it was used to invalidate an arbitration agreement).

*Kindred Nursing v. Clark*, the United States Supreme Court upheld a binding arbitration clause in a long-term care facility contract. The Court’s holding in *Kindred* caused the CMS to propose revisions to the CMS Rule. These revisions focused primarily on enhancing disclosure and understandability, rather than on a complete bar to the use of arbitration clauses in long-term care facility contracts.

The CFPB could, and should, propose similar revisions to the Arbitration Rule, as well as requirements that arbitration outcomes and other data be made public information. The CFPB should revise the Arbitration Rule to require that arbitration clauses in financial product and service contracts are written in plain language. This change would close the gap between consumers’ understanding of their rights and the legal effect of their agreements with their banks. Furthermore, the CFPB should require that banks make public certain information related to arbitration proceedings with their customers. Consumers should have access to information regarding the types of claims brought in arbitration, amounts at stake in those claims, consumer representation, and outcomes. This public disclosure would assuage concerns related to banks’ lack of public accountability in arbitration proceedings. Furthermore, consumers may feel more empowered to bring claims in arbitration.

---

261 *See Kindred Nursing Ctrs.*, 137 S. Ct. at 1428 (holding that the FAA pre-empted the Kentucky Supreme Court’s clear-statement rule where it was used to invalidate an arbitration agreement).

262 *See Proposed Rules, 82 Fed. Reg. 26,649, 26,651 (June 8, 2017)* (to be codified at 42 C.F.R. § 438.70(n)(1)) [hereinafter Proposed CMS Changes] (proposing to remove the prohibition on pre-dispute arbitration agreements in favor of allowing arbitration clauses provided they are written in plain language and notice, also in plain language, is given to residents and their visitors).

263 *Id.* at 22,650–51.

264 *See id.* at 22,651 (proposing to remove the prohibition on pre-dispute arbitration agreements in favor of allowing arbitration clauses provided they are written in plain language and notice, also in plain language, is given to residents and their visitors); Ramona L. Lampley, *The CFPB Proposed Arbitration Ban, the Rule, the Data, and Some Considerations for Change*, AM. BAR ASS’N: BUS. LAW TODAY, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/business_law/publications/blt/2017/05/07_lampley/ [https://perma.cc/6RN2-BL8K] (arguing that the Arbitration Rule, as passed and repealed, went too far and should be reformed to focus on disclosure and consumer education).

265 *See Proposed CMS Changes, 82 Fed. Reg. at 22,651* (proposing to change the CMS Rule from barring arbitration clauses to requiring plain language arbitration clauses).

266 *See CFPB ARBITRATION STUDY, supra* note 45, § 3.1 (reporting that no consumer interviewed said that dispute-resolution procedures such as arbitration played a role in their financial decisions, and reporting that more than half of consumers interviewed indicated that they did not know whether they had agreed to binding individual arbitration connected with their credit cards).

267 *See Lampley, supra* note 13 (proposing that the CFPB may find more success promulgating a rule requiring data disclosure than with a rule proposing a complete bar to arbitration agreements).

268 *See id.* (suggesting that the CFPB should provide more consumer education and arbitration transparency through data-reporting requirements).

269 *See id.*; *see also Gilles, supra* note 208, at 17 (stating that litigation’s deterrent effect arises in large part from publicity); Popper, *supra* note 212, at 183 (stating that, even in the absence of a judicial opinion, conduct that could serve as the basis for civil liability, once known to the public, can change a market on its own).
when they have access to data showing the circumstances and outcomes of similar claims other consumers brought.270

B. Class Arbitration as a Potential Answer

The FAA does not clearly allow or prohibit class arbitration, though the viability of class arbitration is a subject of significant debate.271 In 2010 the Supreme Court in Stolt-Nielsen v. AnimalFeeds International held that only two situations could give rise to class arbitration proceedings: (1) the parties to the agreement explicitly agreed to allow class arbitration, and (2) in the absence of such agreement, the local or state law governing the agreement creates a default rule allowing for class arbitration.272 Thus, it appears that class arbitration is, at the very least, a conceivable option for consumers and businesses.273

Recent court decisions, however, have not looked favorably on the use of class arbitration.274 In 2018, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York in Jock v. Sterling Jewelers Inc. found that an arbitrator lacked the authority to certify a class of arbitration claimants that included non-appearing claimants.275 Judge Rakoff’s primary reasoning for this finding was that the arbitrator could not decide whether the non-appearing claimants’ arbitration agreements permitted class arbitration because they had not given her the opportunity to interpret them.276 The court’s decision dealt a serious

---

270 See Langley, supra note 13 (arguing that one of the drawbacks of mandatory arbitration is its deterrent effect on consumers bringing claims, and that the CFPB could confront this problem by introducing data-reporting requirements).
272 See Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp., 559 U.S. 662, 673, 684 (holding that the arbitration panel should have inquired into whether the FAA, maritime law, or New York law contained a default rule allowing for class arbitration when an agreement is silent on the matter and holding that a party may not be subjected to class arbitration absent explicit contractual basis for concluding that the party agreed to allow class arbitration).
273 See id. (holding that two grounds exist by which parties to an arbitration agreement may be submitted to class arbitration).
275 Id. The arbitrator in this case certified a class that included an estimated 70,000 non-appearing claimants. Id. at 568.
276 Id. at 571.
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blow to class arbitration claimants seeking to include non-appearing claimants in their proceeding.\(^{277}\)

Despite this negative treatment, class arbitration remains an appealing compromise, taking advantage of arbitration’s efficiency and class action’s pooling of claims and resources.\(^{278}\) The procedural complications arising from attempts to bring class arbitration significantly hamper its viability.\(^{279}\) The matter, however, is far from settled.\(^{280}\) The CFPB should consider revising the Arbitration Rule to include a default rule authorizing class arbitration in consumer financial product and service contracts as a first step in potentially rallying regulatory support for class arbitration as a viable method of dispute resolution.\(^{281}\)

CONCLUSION

The Arbitration Rule promised consumers like the Mitchells almost entirely unfettered access to the class action litigation forum. Conversely, it promised financial product and service providers like Wells Fargo immensely increased costs, both monetary and temporal, related to class action litigation. Both broad power to force arbitration and broad power to bring class action litigation invite heavy criticism and heated debate in the market. A middle ground between these broad powers, therefore, seems to be necessary to ensure balanced, but complete protection on both sides of the consumer financial protection coin. The intertwining of the American population with the financial

\(^{277}\) See id. (holding that certifying a class for class arbitration that included non-appearing claimants exceeded the arbitrator’s authority and granting Sterling’s motion to vacate any award related to the non-appearing claimants); see also Gilbert Samberg, Is “Class Arbitration” an Oxymoron—Another Shoe Drops in the Second Circuit, MINTZ, LEVIN, COHN, FERRIS, GLOVSKY & POPEO, P.C. (Feb 20, 2018), https://www.adradvice.com/2018/02/is-class-arbitration-an-oxymoron-another-shoe-drops-in-the-second-circuit/?utm_source=Mintz+Levin+-+ADR+Litigation&utm_campaign=bd42194732-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_888e0c7865-bd42194732-72933861 [https://perma.cc/GLT3-3S3Q] (arguing that the Southern District’s decision in Jock is the first step in eliminating the possibility of successfully pursuing a class arbitration proceeding).

\(^{278}\) See Brief for NAACP, supra note 22, at 3 (arguing that individuals have a variety of reasons for avoiding individual claims, including fear of retaliation or insufficient resources); Barnes, supra note 20, at 340 (discussing arguments in favor of arbitration’s fairness and efficiency); Melnick, supra note 76, at 769 (arguing that class actions alleviate the lack of monetary motivation that individual plaintiffs may feel when facing a much larger defendant).

\(^{279}\) See Samberg, supra note 26 (arguing that the Southern District’s holding in Jock impliedly limits any class arbitration award to original parties and other claimants who explicitly opt in to the proceeding, and further arguing that the holding in Jock is likely the first step in completely eliminating class arbitration as a viable form of dispute resolution).

\(^{280}\) See id. (discussing the absence of decisions from the Supreme Court of the United States addressing the major issues related to the viability of class arbitration).

\(^{281}\) See Stolt-Nielsen, 559 U.S. at 673 (holding that parties to an arbitration agreement may be compelled into class arbitration proceedings where the agreement is silent on class arbitration and a default rule exists in the law governing the contract at issue allowing for class arbitration).
system is only growing, and so too is the urgency with which reform is becoming necessary. Thus, the CFPB must take the initiative to revise and re-propose the Arbitration Rule in a form that has the best chance of garnering bilateral support from consumers and banks.

MICHAEL KOCH